ASSIGNMENT 16

Convert the given sentences, **beginning as instructed**, so that the meaning remains the same.

1. Radha teaches Priya every day.
   
   Priya ________________.

2. He will complete the work in an hour.
   
   The work______________.

3. The art exhibition was inaugurated by the Mayor of the town yesterday.
   
   The Mayor ________________.

4. The field near the river was ploughed by the farmer in a day.
   
   The farmer ________________.

5. Mona ate all the food kept for both the sisters.
   
   All the food ________________.
6. Rajesh sold the old bicycle for 700 rupees.
   The old ______________________.

7. The police caught the thief with all the stolen ornaments.
   The thief ______________________.

8. By whom were you taught to read and write?
   Who ________________________?

9. Did his boss give him a raise?
   Was ________________________.

10. They found him not guilty of fraud and embezzlement.
    He was ______________________.

11. She will read the thick book in a week.
    The thick ______________________.
12. The little boy next door was bitten by a huge brown dog.
   A huge ____________.

13. The loud noise of firecrackers frightened the big black horse.
   The big black ________________.

14. The cat drank the milk kept for making tea.
   The milk ________________.

15. The cap was thrown on the ground by the monkey.
   The monkey ____________________.

16. The goat was killed by the tiger.
   The tiger ____________________.

17. Shipra will sing a song at the annual function.
   A song ____________________.

18. Ramesh wrote a letter to his father.
   A letter ____________________.

19. The sweepers sweep the streets every morning.
   The streets ____________________.

20. Every night a book is read by me.
   I ____________________.